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Inthisarticleweprovidearefmedanalysisof learninginfiniteparameterspacesusingtheTriggering
LearningAlgorithm(TLA)of Gibson
andWexler(1994).We show thatthe behaviorof the TLA can be
modeledexactlyas a Markovchain.ThisMarkovmodelallowsus to
in such spaces,
(1) describeformallythe conditionsfor learnability
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1 Introduction
Gibson and Wexler (1994; henceforth,G&W) take importantsteps towardformalizingthe notion
of language acquisition in a space whose grammarsare characterizedby a fimitenumber of
parameters.One of their aims is to formalize and therebycompletely characterizelearnabilityin
such spaces, using what they call the "Triggering Learning Algorithm" (TLA). For example,
they demonstratethat even in such finite spaces, convergence via some sequence of positive
examples ("triggers") may remain a problem, since it is still possible that under a single-step
acquisitionalgorithmthe learnercan get stuck in a nontargetstate. They then investigate several
ways to avoid this "local maxima" problem,including some possibilities with linguistic consequences, such as default settings for parametervalues (set first - V2; i.e., set the verb-second
parameter"off") and "maturation"of parametersettings.
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In this articlewe will refine G&W's work by providinga more complete and correctpicture
of learnabilityin finite parameterspaces. In particular:
1. G&W's algorithmdoes not completely enumeratethe full list of initial and final target
grammarsfor which their learnerfails to converge to a targetgrammarwith probability
1. That is, the algorithm in G&W's appendix A does not completely characterizethe
learnabilitypropertiesof their example parameterspace, or of finite parameterspaces
generally. It is not the case that a TLA learner will converge with probability 1 from
every (initial state, final state) grammarpair that G&W list as learnable.In fact, out of
56 initial-finalgrammarstate pairs, exactly 12 (as opposed to only the 6 that G&W list
in their table 4, p. 426) are not learnablewith probability 1. Importantly,the complete
list includes some - V2 initial states, contraryto G&W's list in their table 4; see our
table 1.
2. We can identify the origin of the flaw in G&W's algorithm.G&W attemptto determine
all initial states from which the learner will not converge to the target grammar(with
probability1). Let us call these problem states. G&W do this by computingall grammar
states unconnectedto the targetgrammarby some chain of positive examples (triggers).
However, the correctway to find problem states is to compute those states connected to
nontargetlocal maxima.' Crucially,these two ways of computingproblemstates are not
equivalent, because some states might be connected both to the target and to nontarget
local maxima (see our figure 1). By G&W's analysis, such states are not problemstates;
however, by our analysis, they are problem states, as we will show. For instance, in
G&W's three-parameter
example system (see theirtable 3), grammar3 (Spec-final,Compfirst, - V2) is not listed as a problemstate;yet startingat grammar3, a TLA learnerwill
not converge to target grammar5 (Spec-first, Comp-final, - V2) (with probability 1).
We show where in appendixA the algorithmgoes awry-in step 3-and providea correct
version for G&W's three-parametersystem.
3. More constructively, we provide (as G&W note in their footnote 11) a more precise
mathematicalformulationof learnabilityin finite parameterspaces, as a Markovprocess,
that avoids the pitfalls that G&W encounter.Appendices A and B of this articleprovide
the explicit construction.The Markovformalizationyields several benefits:
* For the first time it becomes possible to measurethe poverty of the stimulus exactly,
in the sense that the (average) number of positive stimuli requiredto reach a target
grammarcan actually be counted. This can be used as a tool for measuringwhether
proposedlearningalgorithmsand grammarspace parameterizationslead to psychologically plausible convergence times. For example, assuming a uniformdistributionover
G&W's input sentences, 35 (positive) examples are requiredon average to converge
in their three-parametersystem.2 (It should also be possible to measure the average
1 As we discuss below, we put to one side the question of possible cycles in the grammarspace.

2

The standarddeviation is 22.
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numberof grammaror hypothesis changes before convergence, but this work remains
to be completed.)
* It can also be determinedwhetherproposedmaturationalsolutions are psychologically
plausible in the following sense. G&W propose to solve the local maxima problemin
their three-parameterspace by setting the V2 parameterto the default value - V2 and
forbiddingthe learnerto change this value until some numberof examples have been
encountered-maturation time. Note thathere G&W cruciallyshift in footnote 28 from
the criterionof convergencewith probability1 (Gold's (1967) criterion)to convergence
with high probability,1 - , where a can be made arbitrarilysmall by makingmaturation time arbitrarilylarge. We show how to compute a precisely as a function of
maturationtime.
* We provide simple necessary and sufficient conditions for learnability,and a natural
distinctionbetween pathsandlinks: we show thata "local" triggeris simply an ingoing
link on the Markovchain (see figure 1). Local maxima are the same as the absorbing
states of the Markovchain and so we can simply use existing mathematicaltheory to
calculate these without error.
* We show that if the learnerdrops either or both of the Greediness and Single Value
Constraints,the resultingalgorithmnot only avoids the local maximaproblementirely
but also converges faster (in the sense of requiringfewer examples) than the TLA. In
light of this result,the questionariseshow stronglyone shouldstick to these constraints,
since some of these algorithmsdo not appearto violate any of the conservatism,cognitive load, and naturalnesscriteriathat G&W advance as argumentsfor the Greediness
and Single Value Constraints.
2 Refining Gibson and Wexler's Analysis: A Complete Set of Problematic Initial
Grammars
G&W's TLA (and the algorithmin their appendix A) divides the set of all grammarsinto two
disjoint sets: those that are connected to a chosen target grammar(via some chain of triggers)
and those that are unconnected to the target grammar(by any chain of triggers). "Given the
matrix of connected grammars,the local maxima fall out as simply the grammarsthat are not
connected to their respective target grammars"(G&W 1994:452).
If we explicitly draw out the topology implied by this algorithm,then for the case in which
grammar5 ("English"; SVO - V2) is the target,we arriveat the picturein figure 1. This picture
tells almost all one needs to know about the learnabilityof the grammarspace, and is of course
identical to the connectednesscalculationgiven by G&W in their appendixA. (Also see table 2
in appendix B below, which gives the correspondencebetween surface unembeddedphrase sequences like SVO - V2 and G&W's binary parametertriples; this informationis taken directly
from G&W 1994 (see their table 3).)
However, G&W's calculationdoes not correctlyestablishthe list of initial statesfrom which
the learnerwill not converge to the target with probability 1. If there exists some path from an
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Figure 1
The eight parametersettings in G&W's example, shown as a Markov structure.Directed arrows
between circles (states, parameter settings, grammars) represent possible nonzero (possible
learner)transitions.The target grammar(in this case, number 5 (see table 2 of this article and
table 3 of G&W 1994), setting [0 1 0]) lies at dead center. Surroundingit are the three settings
that differ from the target by exactly one binary digit; surroundingthose are the three settings
that differ from the targetby two binarydigits; and the thirdring out contains the single setting
that differs from the target by three binary digits. Note that the learnercan either cycle or step
in or out one ring (binary digit) at a time, accordingto the single-step learninghypothesis;but
some transitionsare not possible because there is no input item to drive the leamnerfrom one
state to the other under the ThA. Numbers on the arcs denote transitionprobabilitiesbetween
grammarstates; these values are not computedby G&W's algorithm.
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initial state to a nontargetstate, then there is always some fmite probabilitythat the learnerwill
take this faulty path;thus, thereis always some finite probabilitythatthe learnerwill not converge
to the target (with probability1). In the face of particularly"malicious" input distributions,this
probabilitycould in fact be very high, nearly 1, as we will show. Evidently, G&W assume that
if a (triggered) path exists to the target, then it will be taken; however, this presumption is incorrect.

Put another way, G&W do not compute transition probabilities between the grammars
(states), and by their own assumptions,the determinationof learnabilitycrucially depends on
whetherthe learnerreaches a targetgrammarwith probability1 (the usual Gold-typeassumption;
see G&W 1994:433 fn. 28). It is therefore essential to calculate these transitionprobabilities,
which are based on the transitionprobabilitiesfrom one grammarto another,given some target
grammarand set of positive example sentences-for instance, the 12 "degree-O" strings such
as S V, S V 0, andS Aux V 0 that arepossible when the targetgrammaris grammar5 ("English")
in G&W's three-parameter
example.In figure 1 we have labeledthe grammar-to-grammar
connections with these probabilities;this turns out to be a straightforwardcalculation. Roughly, the
probabilityof moving from one grammarGi to anotherGj is just a measure of the numberof
targetgrammarsentences-triggers- thatarein Gj but not in G i, normalizedby the totalnumber
of positive examples and the alternativegrammarsthe learnercan move to. In the case of finite
sets, as in the three-parameterexample G&W examine, this is a particularlysimple calculation;
for instance, since there are precisely 2 target strings, S V and Adv S V, that grammar7 has but
grammar3 does not (grammar3 does not contain any target grammarsentences; that is, L3 n
Ls) = 0), the probabilityof moving from grammar3 to grammar7 is 2/12 * 1/3 = 1/18 (there
are 3 alternativegrammarsthat are 1 bit away from grammar3). Note how this calculation
explicitly demonstratesthat the whole notion of triggering is a purely extensional one, in the
sense that the calculation is based solely on the languages generatedby the space of grammars;
the transitionsdo not connect in any other logical way to the grammarsthemselves.
Let us now consider figure 1 in more detail and describe how it characterizeslearnability
in G&W's three-parameterspace. Given a target grammarat the center, an unlearnableinitial
grammaris one from which the learner will not converge to the target (with probability 1).
G&W correctly show that states 2 and 4 are unlearnablein this sense. However, now consider
state 3. Note thatthereis a pathfrom this stateto the targetgrammar5. G&W assumethatbecause
this is the case, state 3 is not a problematicinitial state. But in fact there is also a path that
connects state 3 to grammar2, a nontargetgrammar.In other words, there is a positive (finite)
probabilitythat a learnerstartingin state 3 will converge to nontargetstate 2, just as there is a
finite probability that the learner will converge to target state 5. In fact, using the transition
probabilities,we can calculate that a learner startingin state 3 converges to target grammar5
with probabilityexactly 0.6, not probability1 as G&W require,and so converges to the nontarget
grammarwith probability0.4. Note that this misconvergenceprobabilityis not insignificant.In
sum, state 3 is not learnableunder G&W's (Gold-type) assumptionof convergence in the limit
to the correcttargetgrammarwith probability1. Note finally that state 3 is also a - V2 grammar,
so that the set of problem states is not confmed to those that are + V2, contraryto the situation
describedby G&W.
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Using this picture,we can also now readilyinterpretsome of G&W's terminologicalnotions.
A local trigger is simply a datumthat would allow the learnerto move along an ingoing link in
the figure. For example, the link from grammarstate 3 to grammarstate 7 does correspondto a
local trigger, as does the link from grammarstate 4 to grammarstate 2; however, the link from
grammarstate 3 to grammarstate 4 is not a local trigger.Also, because of the Single Value and
GreedinessConstraints,the learnercan only either (a) stay in its currentstate; (b) move one step
inward (a local trigger); or (c) move one step outward(note that this also happens given data
from the target,just as in case (b)). These are the only allowed moves; the learnercannot move
to anotherstate within the same ring.
The learnabilityproperties of this space can also be described more formally once it is
recognized (as G&W note (1994:412 fn. 11)) that the parameterspace forms a Markov chain:
that is, a finite set of states with appropriatetransitionprobabilities(see Isaacson and Madsen
1976 for a formal definition). In this Markov chain, certain states have no outgoing arcs; these
are among the absorbing states because once the system has made a transitioninto one of these
states, it can never exit. More generally, let us define the set of closed states to be any proper
subset of states in the Markov chain such that there is no arc from any of the closed states to
any other state in the Markov chain.
Note that in the systems underdiscussion the targetstate is always an absorbingstate (once
the learneris at the target grammar,it can never exit), so the Markov chains we will consider
always have at least one absorbingstate. In the example three-parametersystem, state 2 is also
an absorbing state. Given this formulation,a very simple and now corrected criterion for the
learnableinitial states (with respect to some target grammar)can immediatelybe formulated.
Theorem 1 Givena Markovchain C correspondingto a parameterspace, a targetparameter
setting, and a TLAlearner that attemptsto learn the targetparameters, there is exactly one
absorbing state (correspondingto the target grammar)and no other closed state (distinct
from and not including the target state) iff target parameters can be correctly set by the
TLAin the limit (with probability 1).
Proof Sketch ?. By assumption,C is learnable.Now assume for sake of contradictionthat
there is more than one closed state. Pick the closed state that is not the target state. If the
learnerstartsin this state, it can never reach the target absorbingstate, by the definition of
a closed state. This contradictsthe assumptionthat the space was learnable.
=*. Assume that there exists exactly one absorbingstate in the Markov chain M and
no other closed state. There are two cases. Case (i): At some time the learnerreaches the
targetstate. Then, by defmition,the learnerhas converged and the system is learnable.Case
(ii): There is no time at which the learnerreaches the target state. Then the learnermust
move among a set of nontargetstates. But this by definition forms a closed set of states
distinct from the target, a contradiction.3'
3 This argumentcan be made more precise by using the standarddecomposition of a finite Markov chain into its
transientstates and closed equivalence classes of recurrentstates, and then showing that all nontargetstates are transient
ones. This implies that the learnerwill be at a nontargetstate with probability0 in the limit and at the target state with
probability 1. Such a formal argumentis developed in Niyogi and Berwick, forthcoming.
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Corollary 1 Given a Markovchain C correspondingto a TLAlearner, the set of learnable
initial states is exactly the set of states that are connected to the target and unconnectedto
the nontarget closed states of the Markovchain.
We are now in a position to state and correct the flaw in the algorithm,step 3 of G&W's
appendixA, that computes problem states.
3. Foreachtargetgrammar
Gtarge,:
Foreachsourcegrammar
Gsource:
If Gtarget is not in CONNECTED-GRAMMARS(Gtargety Gsource)
Then add the pair (Gsource,Gtarget)to LOCAL-MAXES.
4. ReturnLOCAL-MAxES.
(G&W 1994:450)

This algorithmcomputes as unlearnableinitial grammarsthose that are unconnectedto the
target grammar(implicitly, the learnablegrammarsare those that are connected to the target).
But as we have just established, this is false. For example, consider state 4 in figure 1: this is
unconnectedto the targetand so by G&W's algorithmit is unlearnable.Their conclusion is true;
however, the reason for nonlearnabilityis not. State 4 is not learnablebecause it is connectedto
the nontargetabsorbingstate 2.
Assuming Markovchains whose only closed states are absorbingstates, as is the case in the
three-parametersystem, we can present a correctedversion of G&W's algorithmfor finding the
complete set of problem states. A more complex revision would be requiredto handle Markov
chains with closed states of other kinds (essentially, cycles).
Get set LOCAL-MAXESreturnedby G&W's algorithm;
For each Gtarget,
For each GL such that (GL, Gtarget) E LOCAL-MAXES:
For each Gsource,
If GL E CONNECTED-GRAMMARS
(Gtarget, Gsource)
Then add (Gsource,Gtarget) to LOCAL-MAXES.
This clearly carriesout a differentcomputationfor LOCAL-MAXES,as noted above and shown
in figure 1. Now we can compute a complete list of (initial state, targetstate) pairs such that the
learnerwill not converge to that target grammarfrom that initial grammar(with probability1);
this list is shown in table 1.
3 Consequences of the Revised Account
3.1 The Single Value and GreedinessAssumptions
The remainderof G&W 1994 turnson the analysisof the local maximaproblem,which is basically
a consequenceof G&W's adoptionof the Single Value Constraintand the GreedinessConstraint.
It is therefore also crucial to examine the grounds for these assumptions, as G&W note. We
consider Greediness first, and then the Single Value Constraint.
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Table 1
Complete list of problem states, that is, all combinationsof startinggrammarand target
grammarthat result in nonlearnabilityof the target.The items markedwith an asteriskare
those pairs not listed in G&W 1994.

Initial grammar

Target grammar

(SVO - V2)*

(OVS - V2)

(SVO + V2)

(OVS - V2)

(SOV - V2)*

(OVS - V2)

(SOV + V2)

(OVS - V2)

(VOS - V2)*

(SVO - V2)

(VOS + V2)

(SVO - V2)

(OVS - V2)*
(OVS + V2)
(VOS - V2)*

(SVO - V2)
(SVO - V2)
(SOV - V2)

(VOS + V2)

(SOV - V2)

(OVS - V2)*

(SOV - V2)

(OVS + V2)

(SOV - V2)

State of initial grammar
(in Markovstructure)

Probability of not
converging to target
0.5

Absorbing state

1.0
0.15

Absorbing state

1.0
0.33

Absorbing state

1.0
0.33
1.0
0.40

Absorbing state

1.0
0.08

Absorbing state

1.0

3.1.1 Greediness Constraint Recall thatthe TLA is a greedy algorithm;that is, the learnerwill
make a change in its parametersettings only if the new parametersetting allows it to analyze the
input sentence whereas the currentone does not. Does such a greediness assumptionmatter?
G&W's argumentsfor the GreedinessConstraintboil down to three:(a) conservatism-one should
prefer small changes in the currentlyhypothesized grammar4to larger changes; (b) cognitive
load; and (c) linguistic naturalness.Let us considereach of these in turn,puttingaside the Single
Value Constraintfor the moment to isolate the effects of Greediness.
(a) Conservatism.Does Greedinessentail conservatism?Note first that Greedinessis not a
"batch" constraint;that is, it applies, not to a set of sentences, but to a single sentence, the
currentinput sentence. We must furtherdistinguish between two kinds of conservatism:intensional conservatism,that is, small changes in parameterspace or grammarspace; and extensional
conservatism,that is, small changes in the language the leamer can analyze (roughly, external
"linguistic behavior"). Finally, note thatunless some assumptionis made abouta "smoothness"
relation between grammarsand languages, these two notions remain distinct (small changes in
grammarspace need not translateinto small changes in language space, and vice versa).5
4Or, possibly, the currentlyhypothesizedlanguage.
S In fact, it is not at all obvious what the relationbetween grammar/parameter
space and languagespace is, a matter
of some importancefor any sentence-drivenlearning algorithm.As far as we know, this is a mathematicallydifficult
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When we examine this point, we find that Greediness(withoutthe Single Value Constraint)
apparentlyallows the learnerto make massive jumps througheither grammarspace or language
space, contraryto what G&W desire. In the case of grammarspace, the learnercan make many
parameterchanges just to account for one sentence, the currentdatum. So Greediness by itself
does not meet the test of grammarconservatism.This is to be expected. Depending upon the
learner'scurrenthypothesis, and dependingupon the structureof the parameterspace, Greediness
could move the learnerfar away from its currenthypothesis. In fact, a passage in which G&W
justify the Single Value Constraintargues precisely the same point.
Theneedto accountfor an unanalyzable
inputitemcan leadthe learnerto shiftto a grammar
thatis
nothinglike the currentone, thus allowingthe possibilityof a massiveimmediatechangein her
linguisticbehavior.(G&W1994:442)
For example, in the three-parametersystem, suppose the learnerwas in state 1 (Spec-final,
Comp-final, - V2). A sentence of the form S V or S Aux V is in grammarstate 4 but not grammar
state 1. Therefore,the requirementto analyze this string could force the learnerto state 4, the
grammarfarthest from the targetand grammar1. This is precisely the behaviorthatG&W wanted
to avoid, and it arises precisely because Greediness holds. In short, we see no logical relation
between Greediness and grammaticalconservatism;rather,this conservatismis imposed by the
Single Value Constraint.
Turningto extensionalconservatism,here too we find no necessaryrelationbetween Greediness and small changes in language space (the set of sentences the learnercan analyze at any
one point). It is conceivable (as we show by example below) that there exist two grammars,G1
and G2, such that extensionally G1 is closer to the target than G2, but Greediness forces the
learnerfrom G1 to G2.6 It is easy to see why: any sentences in G2 (and the target)presentedto
the learnerwould, by Greediness, drive the learnerfarther from the target, to G2. Whetheror
not this happens is not a propertyof Greediness (local hill-climbing);rather,it is a propertyof
the language space. We cannotknow whetherGreedinesson the averagedrives the learnercloser
to or fartheraway from the target-how far the learnermoves and how fast-without actually
calculating transition probabilities with respect to a specific space; note that these transition
probabilitiesare dependenton extensional (language) set intersections.
An example from the three-parametersystem should make this point clear. Turningagain
to figure 1, note that grammars6 and 7 are equidistantfrom the target in grammarspace; they
each differfromthe targetby one binarydigit (one parametersetting).However,althoughgrammar
6 is quite close to the target in language space (it has 6 degree-Ostrings in common with the

question that has not really ever been addressed,although perhaps some notion of approximationby power series, as
proposed in works by, for example, Chomsky and Schutzenberger(1963), could prove relevant here. We are currently
exploring this question since there is an abundantmathematicalliteratureon functionalapproximationin such spaces.
6 This presumes that it is possible to put a measure on the extensional propertiesof the "surface strings" like
S V 0. This is clearly possible in the case of finite sets; it is also possible for infinite sets if certainmeasurabilityconditions
are met. A discussion of these technical details would lead us too far afield at this point.
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target,out of 12), grammar7 is fartheraway in language space (it has only 2 degree-0 stringsin
common with the target:S V,Adv S V). (This example also demonstratesour point thatone cannot
assume any kind of necessarily smooth relationbetween grammarspace and language space.)
Now, again crucially assuming no Single Value Constraint,if the learneris in state 6 and
is then presented with the example Adv S V, by Greediness it will be forced to move to state
7-farther away from the target in language space.
In sum, Greedinesshas nothing to do with either grammaror language conservatism.
(b) Resource limitations.Does Greedinesshelp the leamer in terms of cognitive or computational resources,that is, time or space (or variantsthereof, such as memoryload)? Implicitly,one
of G&W's ideas here seems to be that without Greedinessthe learnermight wanderall over the
parameterspace before converging, hence taking more time.
Without the Greediness Constraint,the learner can radically alter her grammaticalhypothesis very
quickly, no matterhow close to the target she has come. For example, suppose that the learnerhas
set all but one of her parameterscorrectly,and that she is presentedwith a sentence patternfrom the
target grammarthat is not in the currentgrammar.A nongreedy learner might change any of the
parametersbecause of the unanalyzabledata.... Lacking the Greediness Constraintmakes learning
the grammarvery difficult: a leamer might be next to the target many times over, each time with a
different parameterset incorrectly,before she fmally accidentally achieves the target. (G&W 1994:
443)

However, is this true in fact? Intuitively, althoughGreediness allows the leamer to "spiral
away" from the target, it might also allow the leamer to "spiral in." Once again, the exact
balance between the two cannot be detenminedvia intuition.One must either carryout a formal
proofor do samplecalculations.Forcalculations,once againwe need the actualtransitionprobabilities. In fact, when we carry out simulations on the three-parameterspace, we discover that a
nongreedyleamer is indeed faster than G&W's greedy learner,as shown in figure 2.
Further,not only does the greedy algorithmtake more time, there is also a sense in which
it requiresmore computationat any single step than a nongreedy one. Suppose the leamer has
received a sentenceandis not able to analyzeit in its currentstate.Greedinessrequiresdetennining
whetherthe new grammarcan allow the learnerto analyze the input or not. Nongreedinessdoes
not need to carry out this test; the learnercan simply move to anotherstate.
G&W also aim to keep memory load low by using an incrementalalgorithmthat processes
only one sentence at a time, ratherthan a batch algorithmthat stores up many sentences and
processes them as a group. Behind this assumptionlies one about cognitive/memory load: the
learnershould not have to keep many sentences in memory, which seems reasonableenough.
However, this point is orthogonalto the questionof Greediness,because all the variantsthat
we consider in figure 2 and that do better than the greedy algorithmare also incremental.For
instance, take the simplest possible algorithmvariant,which we will call RandomStep (that is,
an algorithmwith no GreedinessConstraintbut with the Single Value Constraint).With Random
Step, if the learneris in some grammarstate and receives a sentence it cannot analyze, it simply
picks a grammarstate at randomto move to (no more than one parametersetting away from the
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Figure 2
Convergence rates for different learning algorithmswhen L1 is the target language. The curve
with the slowest rate (large dashes) representsthe TLA. The curve with the fastest rate (small
dashes) representsthe algorithmRandom Step with no Greediness Constraintor Single Value
Constraint.Rates for Random Step with either the Greediness Constraintor the Single Value
Constraintlie between these two and are very close to each other. The curves for cases where
the target is some language other than L1 are similar, though not depicted here; Random Step
generally dominates the TLA.
currentgrammar).This algorithmalso processes only one sentence at a time; further,as noted
above, its cognitive load is actually less than that of the ThA. Yet Random Step works faster
than the ThA in the three-parameterspace, and it does not incur any local maxima problems.
Otherincrementallearning algorithmvariantsalso work faster.
In short,we do not see any substantiveargumentfor Greedinesson computational/cognitive
resource groundseither. Our simulationsshow that not only do nongreedy learnerslearn faster,
contraryto G&W's intuitions,they also neverget stuck.They can also be conservative.Nongreediness would thereforeseem to have all the advantagesof Greedinessandnone of its disadvantages,
at least with respect to learningtime.
(c) Linguisticnaturalnessis thus the remainingpossible argumentfor Greediness.We have
been unable to think of a good definition or concrete examples for linguistic naturalness.
3.1.2. Single Value Constraint G&W also advanceargumentsfor changingonly one parameter
value at a time: again, conservatism,cognitive load, and naturalness.Here we agree that the
Single Value Constraintdoes supportthe propertiesof conservativehypothesisformation(at least
in grammarspace, not necessarily in language space) and cognitive load.
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It is clear that the Single Value Constraintenforces grammaticalconservatism.The learner
moves at most one step in parameter(grammaticalhypothesis) space. However, bearingin mind
our earlierdiscussion on the "smoothness" propertiesof grammarparameterspace, it is difficult
to predict whether any kind of language conservatismfollows as a result.
When we consider cognitive load, it is not immediatelyclear whetherdroppingthe Single
Value Constraintwould dramaticallyincrease the resourcesthe learnerhas to use. For example,
G&W argue that
coupledwith the constraintthatallows only one new grammatical
[t]he Single Value Constraint,
hypothesisto be formedandtestedperinputitem,ensuresthatonly limitedresourcesarenecessary
at each step in the parameter-settingprocess. (G&W 1994:442)

The constraintthat only one new grammaticalhypothesis be formed and tested per input
item is distinct(as G&Wthemselves admit)fromthe Single Value Constraint.It is this incremental
dataconstraintthatlightensthe cognitive burdenon the leamerandcouldjust as well be maintained
while dropping the Single Value Constraint. For instance, doing Random Step incrementally-moving to only one new grammarstate at a time-imposes the same computational
burden.7
3.2 Sample Complexityor the Poverty of StimulusRevisited
Our Markovanalysis goes beyond clarifying the asymptotic(in the limit) learnabilityproperties
of the TLA and parameterspaces. It also sheds valuable light on the sample complexity of the
languageacquisitionproblem.Specifically, it allows us to actuallycount the numberof sentences
the child will have to hearbeforeconvergingto the targetwith high probability-that is, it actually
measuresthe numberof stimuli needed in the "poverty of stimulus" sense. Recall that the TLA
learnermoves from stateto stateaccordingto the transitionprobabilitiesdescribedearlier.Suppose
the learnerstartsout in some state i of the chain. After receiving m examples, the learnermight
be in one of a numberof states. Using Markov chain theory, it is possible to exactly compute
pi(m), the probabilitythatthe learneris in the targetgrammarafterm examples.Clearly,learnability requires that

Vi, lim pj(m) = 1,
in other words, with probability1, that the learnerwill converge to the target.Figure 2 shows a
plot of pi(m) for the most unfavorablestartingstate (most unfavorablei) as a function of m. In
this case, the target language is L1 and there are no local maxima; in other words, the learner
converges from every startingstate. Here we see that the probabilitythat the learnerhas arrived
7 One might finally argue that changing more than one parameterat a time is computationallymore complex than
changing a single parameter;however, flipping just two parameterswitches at a time instead of one imposes a minimal
additionalburden.It is of course strongerto assume one possible change instead of two, and one is the naturalstopping
point if there is no other known limit, but the question needs more examination.There could be some trade-offbetween
convergence time and numberof data examples that can be examined at one step.
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at the target after 100 examples is almost 1. This analysis thus allows us to quantifythe sample
complexity of the problem, precisely the poverty of the stimulus.
The samplecomplexity of languageacquisitionis of crucialimportance;it has not often been
explicitly addressed.8Most researchtends to concentrateon learnabilityin the limit. However, an
adequatecomputationalmodel of language acquisition must not only converge to the target in
the limit but also do so in reasonabletime with a suitably small numberof examples. After all,
the poverty of stimulus that the human child experiences during language acquisition is what
motivatedthe developmentof more constrainedmodels of linguistic structureand is at the heart
of the rationalist approachto linguistics. Given the mathematicalformulationpresented here,
average and standarddeviations for convergencetimes can be computedwith respect to different
sample distributions,that is, differentdistributionsof positive example inputs the learnerwould
receive. As far as we know, this is the first such analysisthathas been advanced.Criticalquestions
remain, of course: for one thing, one would like to know what the sample complexity is for a
"real" parameterspace, in other words, what happensto the convergencetime as the numberof
parametersgrows. If the TLA (or Random Step) requires an exponential number of positive
examples given actual input distributions,that could to our minds violate a cognitive fidelity
criterion,similar to the one about degree-Osentences or cognitive load.9
4 A Note on Gibson and Wexler's Maturational Solution
As a consequence of our precise Markov model, we are able to compute convergence times in
a variety of situations. We have already remarkedon how to do this in the general case when
there are no default parameters(that is, all parametersare open to change by the learner).This
yields the Markovstructureof figure 1. G&Wproposea maturationalsolutionto the local maxima
problem. In particular,they suggest that the V2 parameterbe set to a default value of - V2 and
that the learnernot be allowed to change it until some period of (maturational)time has elapsed;
after this time, all parametersare available to the learner.
With respect to our Markov structurethis suggestion has two effects:
1. It restricts the learner to start in only the - V2 states of the chain; in figure 1 this
correspondsto restrictingstartingconditions to states 1, 3, 5, and 7.
2. All links from - V2 to + V2 are eliminated. Thus, the link from state 3 to state 4 is
eliminated, as is the link from state 7 to state 8.
The topology and correspondingtransitionprobabilitiesof the constrainedMarkov chain
can now be recomputedas before. Since the learnernever reacheslocal maximabefore maturation
time has elapsed, the problemof getting stuck in an absorbingstate never arises. However, some
of the - V2 states are still problematic;as discussed earlier,the learnercould be in one of those
8

But see Osherson,Stob, and Weinstein 1986:chap.8 for one generalformalization,dubbed "text efficiency," that
allows for the existence of abstractsample complexity hierarchies.However, the actual sample complexity bounds are
not in general explicitly constructed.
9 Using the Markovmodel, one should also be able to develop a mathematicalanalysis for the average numberof
"grammarchanges" the leamer makes before arrivingat the target grammar-a useful measure of conservatism.Such
results are typically available in Markov theory, so it should be possible to calculate something similar here; we are
currentlydeveloping this approach.We thank Janet Fodor for this suggestion.
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problematicstates even aftermaturation.In this case the learnerwould not converge to the target
with probability1. Thus, if a finite maturationtime is allowed (say, time t), then the learnerwill
not converge to the target with probability 1, but instead will converge only with probability
1 - 8, where 8 (the residual probabilityof misconvergence) depends upon the time t and goes
to 0 as t goes to infinity. This fact is noted by G&W as a "crucial assumption" (1994:433 fn.
28) and in fact marks a shift, as they say, from Gold's definition of identificationin the limit
with probability1 to identificationwith probabilityless than 1. That is, the maturationalsolution
G&W propose works by droppingtheir initial assumptionof identificationin the limit.
Once Gold's assumptionis dropped,to judge the psychological plausibility of the maturational solution it becomes necessary to quantify the relation between maturationtime t and 8.
This again demands some calculations.
As a concreteexample of the power of our formulation,we can carryout a simple calculation
to show what the relationbetween maturationaltime t and 8 is like. Imaginethatthe learnerstarts
out in state 3, a permissible - V2 startingstate. As a result of maturationalconstraints,the link
from state 3 to state4 is eliminatedand only two loops from state 3 are left in the revised Markov
chain. It can be shown that the learnerwill, with probability31/36, remain in grammarstate 3
after a single input and will, with probability5/36, move to state 7. The probabilitythat after t
inputs (correspondingto maturationtime) the learnerstill remains in state 3 is simply (31/36)t.
Now the V2 parameterbecomes active, the complete Markov chain of figure 1 reigns, and the
learnerwill with probability2/5 (by our previously shown computations)converge to state 2 and
thus never reach the target. Thus, the total probabilityof not converging to the target in the
2
maturationalcase is (136-).
This will be greaterthan 8 if t is less than l/log(36/31) log (2/58).
Thus, t is O(In(l/5)). Computationslike this can be carriedout for each state precisely because
of our Markov formulation.10
5 Conclusion
In this article we have tried to show that a complete analysis of learnabilityin parameterspaces
hinges on a more precise probabilisticanalysis than that presentedby G&W. The reanalysis is
revealing. Simple incrementalalgorithmslike Random Step converge faster than the TLA, can
be conservative, and yet do not suffer from G&W's local maxima problem. To this extent, the
whole problem of local maxima taken up by G&W is more apparentthan real, and G&W's
proposed solutions are unneeded.11
10Why does G&W's maturationalsolution work? G&W seem to say that it works because all the local maxima are
+ V2.
Notethateachof thelocalmaximahastheV2 parameter
setto + V2 andthatthetargetgrammar
in eachcasehastheV2 parameter
set to - V2. As a resultof thispattern,it turnsoutthatlocalmaximacanbe avoidedaltogether
if theV2 parameter
hasthedefault
value - V2, andthevaluesfortheothertwoparameters
areinitiallyunset.(G&W1994:430)
However, as we have just shown, this presumptionis false (see also table 1). Some local maximahave the V2 parameter
set to - V2. Fortunately,it is the case that all the strictly absorbing states are + V2. This is the real reason why the
default setting/maturationalargumentworks.
1 It shouldbe pointedout thatRandomStep's superiorityin this case mightbe due entirelyto the choice of parameters,
that is, to the shape of the hypothesis space. For some other parametricspace, Random Step might not converge faster;
however, it will always avoid the local maxima problem.
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Despite these differences that ensue, we would like to point out that many of G&W's arguments arecorrectin spirit.For example, the local maximaissue is indeedcentralto the learnability
question and triggers in a parametricframework.However, the reasoningneeds to be complete.
If anything, our own attemptsto formulatea correct learnabilityconvergence proof show how
subtle a seemingly intuitive idea like convergence in a finite space can be. Intuitionsmust be
backed by exact formulations.
Perhapsthe most importantotherdifferencethatemerges from our reanalysisof G&W 1994
is that as far as we can tell, the Greediness assumptiondoes not seem to have foundation.This
also rendersthe local maxima problem moot.

AppendixA: Derivationof the TransitionProbabilities
We have argued that the TLA working on finite parameterspaces reduces to a Markov chain.
This argumentcannot be complete without a precise computationof the transitionprobabilities
from state to state. We do this now.
Considera parametricfamily with n Boolean valued parameters.These define 2' grammars
(and by extension, languages), as we have discussed. Let the target language L, consist of the
strings (sentences) sl, S2, ... , that is,
Lt =

(SI,

S2, S3, ..*.* C: S

Let there be a probabilitydistributionP on these strings,12 according to which they are drawn
and presentedto the learner.Suppose the learneris in a state s correspondingto the languageL,
Consider some other state k correspondingto the language Lk. What is the probabilitythat the
TLA will update its hypothesis from Ls to Lk after receiving the next example sentence? First,
observe thatas a resultof the Single Value Constraint,if k and s differ by morethanone parameter
setting, then the probabilityof this transitionis 0. As a matterof fact, the TLA will move from
s to k only if the following two conditionsare met: (a) the next sentenceit receives (say, w, which
occurs with probabilityP( w)) is analyzableby the parametersettings correspondingto k and not
by the parametersettings correspondingto s, and (b) upon being unable to analyze w, the TLA
has a choice of n parametersto change, and it picks the one that would move it to state k.
Event (a) occurs with probabilityXELk\S
P(w) whereas event (b) occurs with probability
l/n since the parameterto change is chosen uniformly at randomout of the n possible choices.
Thus, the cooccurrence of both of these events yields the following expression for the total
probabilityof transitionfrom s to k after one step:
P[s

-

k] =

(lIn)P(sj).
sj,LEssjELk

12 ThS is equivalentto
assuming a noise-free situation,in the sense that no sentence outside of the targetlanguage

can occur. However, one could choose malicious distributionsso that all strings from the target were not presentedto
the learner.If one wished to include noise, one would only need to consider a distributionP on l:* ratherthan on the
strings of L,. Everythingelse in the derivationwould remain identical. This would yield a Markovchain corresponding
to the TLA operatingin the presence of noise.
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Since the total probability over all the arcs out of s (including the self loop) must be 1, the
probability of remaining in state s after one step is
P[s ---s]

= I -

2P[s

-bk].

k is a neighboring state of s

Finally, given any parameter space with n parameters, we have 2n languages. Fixing one of
them as the target language L, we obtain the following procedure for constructing the corresponding Markov chain. Note that this will yield a Markov chain with the same topology (in the absence
of noise) as the procedure that G&W propose. However, our procedure differs significantly from
G&W's in adding a probability measure on the language family.
* (Assign distribution) First fix a probability measure P on the strings of the target language
Lt.
* (Enumerate states) Assign a state to each language (i.e., each Li).
* (Take set differences) Now, for any two states i and k, if they are more than 1 Hamming
distance apart, then the transition P[i -. k] = 0. If they are 1 Hamming distance apart,
= IP(Lk\ Li).
then P[i -k]
Appendix B: Example Calculation
For the three-parameter system studied by G&W, the transition probabilities can be computed
straightforwardly according to the procedure outlined above. Consider, for example, the transition
from grammar state 3 (OVS - V2) to grammar state 7 (SOV - V2) when the target is state 5
(SVO - V2). This is shown in figure 1. According to G&W's data reproduced in table 2, there
are 12 sentences in the target that the learner is likely to receive. If these sentences occur with
equal likelihood, then the learner will move to grammar state 7 if and only if the following two
events occur:

Event 1
A sentence occurs that can be analyzed by grammar state 7 but not by grammar state 3.
There are two such sentences; consequently, the probability of this event is 12

Event 2
Given the occurrence of event 1, the learner will attempt to change one of the parameters
at random. Of the three parameters it can change, only the "Spec" parameter will move it
1
to grammar state 7. This occurs with probability if the learner changes the parameter
uniformly at random.
Hence, the transition from state 3 to state 7 occurs when both events 1 and 2 occur. The total
probability of this is j2 * 1=m This is how the transition probability of figure 1 is obtained.
Other transition probabilities are obtained in similar fashion.
Appendix C: Unembedded Sentences for Parametric Grammars
Table 2 provides the unembedded (degree-0) sentences from each of the eight grammars (languages) obtained by setting the three parameters to different values (see G&W 1994:tab. 3). The
languages are referred to as L1 through L8.
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Table 2
The eight grammars defmed by G&W, along with their associated parameter settings and
unembedded surface strings. (See G&W 1994:tab. 3.)
Language

Spec

Comp

V2

Degree-0 unembeddedsentences

LI
VOS-V2

1

1

0

02S
VS,VOS,VO1
Aux V S, Aux V O S, Aux V 01 02 S, Adv V S
Adv V 0 S, Adv V 01 02 S, Adv Aux V S
Adv Aux V 0 S, Adv Aux V 01 02 S

L2

1

1

1

S V, S V 0, 0 V S, S V 01 02, 01 V 02 S, 02 V 01 S
S Aux V, S Aux V 0, 0 Aux V S
S Aux V 01 02, 01 Aux V 02 S, 02 Aux V 01 S
Adv V S, Adv V 0 S, Adv V 01 02 S
Adv Aux V S, Adv Aux V 0 S, Adv Aux V 01 02 S

L3
OVS-V2

1

0

0

V S, 0 V S, 02 01 V S
V Aux S, O V Aux S, 02 01 V Aux S, Adv V S
Adv 0 V S, Adv 02 01 V S, Adv V Aux S
Adv 0 V Aux S, Adv 02 01 V Aux S

L4

1

0

1

SV,0VS,SV0,SV0201,01
V02S,02V01
S
S Aux V, S Aux O V, O Aux V S
S Aux 02 01 V, 01 Aux 02 V S, 02 Aux 01 V S
Adv V S, Adv V 0 S, Adv V 02 01 S
Adv Aux V S, Adv Aux 0 V S, Adv Aux 02 01 V S

L5
SVO-V2

0

1

0

SV,SVO,SV
0102
S Aux V, S Aux V 0, S Aux V 01 02, Adv S V
Adv S V 0, Adv S V 01 02, Adv S Aux V
Adv S Aux V 0, Adv S Aux V 01 02

L6

0

1

1

S V, S V 0, 0 V S, S V 01 02, 01 V S 02,02 V S 01
S Aux V, S Aux V 0, 0 Aux S V
S Aux V 01 02, 01 Aux S V 02, 02 Aux S V 01,
Adv V S
Adv V S 0, Adv V S 01 02, Adv Aux S V
Adv Aux S V 0, Adv Aux S V 01 02

0

0

0

SV,SOV,S0201
V
SVAux,SOVAux,S0201
VAux,AdvSV
Adv S 0 V, Adv S 02 01 V, Adv S V Aux
Adv S 0 V Aux, Adv S 02 01 V Aux

0

0

1

S V, S V 0, 0 V S, S V 02 01, 01 V S 02,02 V S 01
S Aux V, S Aux O V, O Aux S V
S Aux 02 01 V, 01 Aux S 02 V, 02 Aux S 01 V
Adv V S, Adv V S 0, Adv V S 02 01
Adv Aux S V, Adv Aux S 0 V, Adv Aux S 02 01 V

VOS+V2

OVS + V2

SVO + V2

L7

SOV-V2

L8
SOV+V2
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